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EmTech Asia 2019: The Conference on the Emerging Technologies that Matter

The 6th edition of EmTech Asia, co-organised by MIT Technology Review and Koelnmesse, showcased a curated list of 47 of the world’s most influential leaders and innovators who discussed how emerging technologies will influence industries related to artificial intelligence, robotics, sustainability, blockchain, bioengineering, social media, education, virtual reality, and 3D printing.

Held from 22 to 23 January 2019 at the Marina Bay Sands Expo and Convention Centre, EmTech Asia was attended by over 700 C-level executives, government officials and investors from 30 countries.

In line with the event’s tagline Discover the Emerging Technologies that will Change the World, EmTech Asia 2019 attendees got to hear from individuals who are driving the next generation of technological breakthroughs and changing the world, including: Poppy Crum, Chief Scientist, Dolby Laboratories; Kimberly Powell, Vice President of Healthcare, NVIDIA; Jonah Myerberg, Cofounder and CTO, Desktop Metal; Marius Swoboda, Head of Physical, Computational and Design Sciences, Rolls Royce; Aubrey de Grey, Chief Science Officer, SENS Foundation; Tariq Khokhar, Managing Director and Senior Data Scientist, The Rockefeller Foundation; and Hao Li, CEO and Cofounder, Pinscreen, among others.

For the 6th year, EmTech Asia featured the regional Innovators Under 35 honourees. Selected through a rigorous judging process, 10 young innovators under the age of 35 introduced their technologies in three-minute presentations to the EmTech audience. Their inventions and research were found to be most ground-breaking and exciting from a list of over 200 nominees.

EmTech Asia returns to Singapore in February 2020. Visit emtechasia.com and follow us on Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn and Twitter @EmTechAsia
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AUDIENCE

30 Countries and Regions

- Australia
- Canada
- China
- Czech Republic
- Egypt
- Finland
- Germany
- Ghana
- Hong Kong S.A.R.
- India
- Indonesia
- Japan
- Kuwait
- Lithuania
- Malaysia
- Morocco
- Netherlands
- Oman
- Philippines
- Saudi Arabia
- Singapore
- South Korea
- Spain
- Sweden
- Switzerland
- Taiwan
- Thailand
- United Kingdom
- United States of America
- Vietnam

Seniority of Participants

- C-level / Founder / Managing Director / President: 33%
- Director / General Manager / Head / Vice President: 21%
- Executive / Manager: 8%
- PhD Students / Researchers / Scientists: 38%

Sectors At-A-Glance

- Government: 27%
- Technology: 23%
- Education: 15%
- Finance: 11%
- Manufacturing: 8%
- Media & Entertainment: 6%
- Engineering: 5%
- Healthcare: 5%
INNOVATORS UNDER 35

Innovators Under 35 is the most prestigious recognition worldwide from MIT Technology Review

Innovators Under 35 Asia Pacific honours the best 10 young talents under the age of 35 from Australia, Hong Kong S.A.R., New Zealand, Southeast Asia, and Taiwan whose superb technical work promises to change the world. The list of 10 innovators recognises the development of new technology or the creative application of existing technologies to solve global problems in industries such as biotechnology, materials, computer hardware, energy, transportation, communications, and the Internet. The 10 selected honourees were recognised at EmTech Asia where each delivered a three minutes presentation. MIT Technology Review also showcases the regional honourees at www.innovatorsunder35.com
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“EmTech Asia was a wonderful opportunity to present our exciting business to the emerging tech industries, get valuable exposure through media, and meet contacts to help find new markets in Asia for our medical diagnostic products.”

Jonathan Hall
Cofounder and Director
Life Whisperer & Presagen
TESTIMONIALS

We asked participants what they thought about EmTech Asia 2019. Here’s what they had to say:

“[The best emerging tech conference in Asia!]”
Hamish Magoffin
Managing Partner, Break Off Capital (EmTech Asia delegate)

“EmTech Asia is the place where every tech innovator should be.”
Alfred Tan
Head of Knowledge Transfer Office, Hong Kong Baptist University (EmTech Asia sponsor)

“EmTech Asia gave us insights into the latest new tech, and opened up collaborative and investment opportunities.”
Don Perugini
Cofounder and Director, Life Whisperer & Presagen (EmTech Asia exhibitor)

“First visit – high quality presentations and exciting technologies.”
Keith McLean
Director of Manufacturing, CSIRO (EmTech Asia delegate)

“EmTech Asia is an event my team and I look forward to each year in Singapore. Together with the hundreds of scientists who participate, we hear about amazing things that both encourage and energise everyone who attends. Amidst all the ‘noise’ in the world, EmTech Asia reminds us there are people working hard every day to solve important human needs.”
Steve Leonard
Founding CEO, SGInnovate (EmTech Asia sponsor)

“EmTech is a fantastic place to connect with new ideas and people. With inspiring, well-curated talks, and ample opportunities to meet with other attendees, I look forward to coming back.”
Tariq Khokhar
Managing Director and Senior Data Scientist, The Rockefeller Foundation (EmTech Asia speaker)

“EmTech Asia is an eye-opening event, providing a fantastic encounter with people, technologies and a perfect framework for interdisciplinary knowledge sharing and cross pollination of experiences…. Fantastic event!”
Kenji Tan
Business Development, IMEC Belgium, (EmTech Asia delegate)

“An Asian version of TED. Cutting edge technology by cutting edge people.”
Farzad Oifat
Director for Research Facilities for AMR & DiSTAP, SMART AMR (EmTech Asia delegate)

“EmTech Asia 2019 was an excellent way to kick off the new year. The topics and speakers curated were inspiring and thought provoking. I left knowing that the mounting challenges the world faces are actively being addressed by highly talented and innovative leaders from around the world.”
Lauren Liang
Head of Strategic Partnerships, LumenLab (EmTech Asia delegate)

“You can’t see what your house or associated houses look like from the inside. You need to step outside and take notice of new, intersecting or alternative views from a range of topics and technologies outside your norm to test and update your current thinking and habituation. EmTech Asia provides an excellent arena to immerse yourself with others in those topics and technologies outside your norm.”
Leigh Pullen
Executive Director, CIGen Pty Limited (EmTech Asia delegate)

“Captivating speakers whose talks help you not only know more about cutting edge technologies but also how their applications are impacting both society and businesses.”
Sujith Vadaly
Manager, Corporate Venturing, Tata Communications (EmTech Asia delegate)
35 media outlets attended EmTech Asia including CNBC, South China Morning Post, MIT Technology Review, The Times of India and many more.

EmTech Asia received excellent media coverage before, at and after the event from leading local and international media outlets, including 938NOW radio, Bloomberg Radio, Channel News Asia, China Daily, CNBC, Hong Kong Economic Times, Money FM 89.3, The Advertiser, and many more.
The Spirit of EmTech

In carefully curated sessions, the experts at the heart of the technology revolution provided insights into the next wave of innovation that is connecting our world in surprising and inspiring new ways. They are scientists, investors and tech executives working on breakthrough research and discoveries across the entire tech spectrum.
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A BIG SHOUT OUT TO OUR SPONSORS AND PARTNERS

Thank you for making EmTech Asia possible!
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Supporting Partners:

Media Partners
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See You in February 2020

The excitement of discovering emerging technologies and innovation continues at EmTech Asia 2020. To get the latest information about key themes and speakers, sign up for our newsletter at go.emtechasia.com/subscribe-lp and follow us on Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn and Twitter @EmTechAsia.

Innovators Under 35

Nominations for the Innovators Under 35 Asia Pacific class of 2020 open in April 2019. All nominations (self-nomination is allowed) must be submitted online at www.emtech.sg/tr35/nominate/

Sponsorship Opportunities

Sponsoring an event like EmTech makes a strong statement about your brand’s commitment to thought leadership and ground-breaking innovation. Join us in leading the conversation with the businesses and people working on the emerging technologies that will change our lives. Contact us at emtech@koelnmesse.com.sg to find out more.